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KonnectSmart is one such integrated end-to-end solution. An online school management software
that is conceptualized to bring out the best of the dual roles of a school. A fluid school automation
software solution, KonnectSmart adds pace to every task of the school, ranging from entrance
procedures to school, admission, results, to adding accelerating the level of perfection in day-to-day
administration, fee management, attendance management, time tables and result sheets. It can be
easily adopted by any school, regardless of the education board they follow.

KonnectSmart is diverse in its offerings. This online school management software brings together
teachers, students, parents and the administration to one common platform, defining and simplifying
their individual roles better. For the teachers, this school management software has result
generation system which is equipped with the latest CCE guidelines of CBSE, also compatible with
result format of other boards. When it comes to students, updating of the list of assignments is done
through the school automation software, along with an online diary that keeps a record of the
completed and pending tasks, an academic calendar for the students to plan and chalk out their
course more effectively and a notice board for everyday information, sudden changes an  /">d
reminders for the activities across the automation software. Ever heard of a school automation
software make the job of a parent simpler? Well, KonnectSmart does just that. Since this school
management software allows for the inclusion of parents to come on board as well, using it, they
can monitor their childâ€™s activities, performances, the upcoming academic schedule and work
together to enable their child to give his/her best performance. The school management software
allows for a parent to keep track of all this and participate in their childâ€™s learning and academic
activities from wherever they want and whenever they want.

The school management system in India needs not only effective ideas but equally effective
consistency in ensuring it runs smoothly. A schoolâ€™s administrative set-up is no different.
KonnectSmart is one such school management software that collates all the primary functions of a
schoolâ€™s administrative duties to one common platform for everyone to be part of. Beginning from
admission management, online attendance system, fee management system and a website
designer tool, it makes it easier for everyone on board â€“ students, teachers, parents and the
administrative team to interact with the school authorities, get answers to their queries directly from
the concerned personnel, keep track of results, fee announcements, any other miscellaneous
updates, save ample amounts of time by checking out the admission charts online instead of
making rushed trips to school each time and customize the data online with a website designer tool.

Additionally, it connects them all through schoolâ€™s very personal messaging system. To send the
right information to the right person, this school management software from KonnectSmart allots
individual log in accounts to parents, teachers, students and the administrative team from the
school, alongside generating discussion forums from time to time for all to come on board together.

School Management System in India have not been adopted by schools because of their
inefficiency, lack of any real utility and because they are expensive. In addition to this, the fact that
there is no good company that is paying any serious attention towards education management, only
aggravates the severity of the problem. Digitechâ€™s KonnectSmart team is committed towards
providing educational institutes with amazing utility and benefits.

The beauty of KonnectSmart is that administration can view activities of teachers, students and
parents from the schoolâ€™s log in account. Parents can track the progress of their child, see results
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and can communicate directly with the teachers through parentsâ€™ log in accounts. Similarly, teachers
can write diaries, notices, generate results for students and parents from teachersâ€™ log in accounts
and can create/distribute their assignments online. Students can view notice board, school activities,
timetables, school calendar, results online and can receive continuous career guidance through
their student log in account. All in all, KonnectSmart school management software is engineered to
create harmonious combination of pace and sustainability for continuous progress. It is time to
KonnectSmart with your school!
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AliceJohnson - About Author:
KonnectSmart is a  school automation software  a first of its kind in our country to assimilate the
diverse roles of parents, teachers, students and the school onto one platform and enable better
functioning and growth for all those involved.
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